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Benjamin Franklin was initially a printer and then a scientist but he also gained 

fame as a brilliant politician. His achievements were many and he is one of the 

most significant Americans of all time. He visited London and made many friends 

but eventually came to live in France where he served as Ambassador from 1776-

1785 and supported that country in wars against the British. 

 

Franklin stimulated a wave of interest in the protection of buildings against 

lightning strikes both in France and elsewhere on the Continent. His ideas were 

also fiercely debated in England, where George III ordered blunt-ended 

conductors to be placed on the Purfleet gunpowder magazines, rather than 

Franklin’s pointed design, in a moment of patriotic madness due to his dislike of 

Franklin’s support for the French. 

 

 

 

Franklin also invented the stove that bears his name 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Lightning protection at the Vatican 

 

 

At the start of the 20
th

 century a Continental method of protecting buildings 

required tall vertical rods spaced about the roof. At the corners the rods were often 

projected at an angle of about 90 degrees. The Vatican installation used iron rods 

instead of copper seeking to lower the cost of protecting over seven acres of 

buildings. 

 

(Report from “Modern Lightning Conductors, K Hedges, 1905 quoted in 

“Technics and Architecture,” Cecil D Elliot, 1993) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

In 1787 it was said of Paris that lightning rods were rarer in the capital than in 

large provincial towns. Berthelon, a friend of Benjamin Franklin, installed 

lightning rods in Lyon and elsewhere in southern France, but believed that height 

was the most important consideration. 

 

Visery, who corresponded with Franklin, installed his own design of rod on his 

house at Saint-Omer, but neighbours and officials, fearing it would attract 

lightning, made him remove it. He appealed to the Council of Artois and 

Robespierre (later famous in the Revolution) argued his case though the outcome is 

not clear. 

 

The French physicist Jacques Charles (1746-1823), famous for his Gas Law, 

proposed that each lightning rod be considered as protecting everything within a 

cone having its point at the tip of the rod and at its base a circle with a radius twice 

the height of the rod (the double cone”). His colleague, Gay-Lussac (1778-1850), 

also of Gas Law fame, suggested that the base circle radius of protection was only 

equal to the height (the “single cone”). 

 

From 1822 onwards learned French committees considered protection 

requirements and concluded that for large buildings an iron rod should extend 

upwards from some 23 to 30 feet with a 22 inch copper point. The double cone 

solution was favoured but the single cone was considered acceptable for churches. 

The debate continued throughout the 19
th

 century. 

 

In Britain, Sir William Thompson (later Lord Kelvin) commented that in Glasgow 

it was considered cheaper to pay insurance rather than put up lightning rods. 

William Harris was recommended by the architect, Sir Charles Barry, to provide a 

protection for the new Houses of Parliament. Harris argued over the form of 

conductors with Faraday who believed that cross-sectional area was important 

while Harris maintained that total surface area per unit length (as provided by 

hollow tubes) was crucial. In 1892, the British expert Sir Oliver Lodge supported 

Harris’s view but no distinction appears in modern recommendations. 

 

(From Elliot) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

The Town Hall at Brussels was provided with an elaborate system of lightning 

protection begun in 1865 by Professor Melsens 

 
 



 
 

Melsens’s scheme set aigrettes of metal points around the figure at the top of the 

tower, on each of the turrets and at the gables of the building many dormers. 
 

In spite of these elaborate precautions, the town hall was stuck by lightning and set 

on fire in 1888.  Later, it was discovered that Melsens’s system had not been fully 

connected. 

 
 

(Report from “Des Paratonnerres,” L H F Melsens, 1877 quoted in “Technics 

and Architecture,” Cecil D Elliot, 1993) 

 

 

 



 
 

Diagram from the British Lightning Rod Conference, 1882 illustrating various 

methods of grounding the system, though G3, connecting to a well, was considered 

to be best (Elliot)  


